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ABSTRACT

This Comment uses a recent prisoners' rights class action that challenges solitary confinement to demonstrate the way in which class action mootness procedure disadvantages inmates. With courts divided on how they should evaluate plaintiffs' claims that are mooted before the court reaches a class certification decision, this unsettled area leaves prisons with creative ways to moot named plaintiffs' claims. From moving inmates, to reclassifying them, to taking away their legal paperwork, prison officials exercise extreme levels of control over inmates' lives. Prison officials can utilize this gap in the procedural law on pre-class certification mootness, along with their power over the captive class members, to end prisoner class actions before they even reach the class certification stage. This ultimately blocks the court from reaching an enforceable judgment that protects inmates' constitutional rights. This Comment recommends extending the holding of the most forgiving case on pre-certification mootness and a recent Supreme Court decision to allow inmates protections from mootness even before they file their class certification motion. Given the racialized nature of mass incarceration and the harsh conditions of solitary confinement, current social movements that challenge racial inequality like Black Lives Matter could help to push through these recommended reforms and protect prisoners' rights.
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INTRODUCTION

“I didn’t talk for 15 days. I couldn’t hear clearly. You can’t see—you’re blind—block everything out—disoriented, awareness is very bad. . . . I think I was drooling—a complete standstill.

I seem to see movements—real fast motions in front of me. Then seems like they’re doing things behind your back—can’t quite see them. Did someone just hit me? I dwell on it for hours.”

The above statement of a prisoner’s experience in solitary confinement only begins to describe the intense psychological disorder now termed “SHU Syndrome.” SHU, which is an acronym for Special Handling Unit, describes solitary confinement in small cells with no natural light for twenty-three or twenty-four hours per day. Conservative estimates by the Bureau of Justice Statistics place the number of prisoners held in American SHUs at roughly 80,000. International criticism of this practice culminated in the United Nations Special Rapporteur on Torture’s assertion that solitary confinement violates the United Nations Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment.

The effects of these inhumane conditions for the thousands of inmates held in solitary are not surprising. Allegra McLeod, in the context of a revolutionary

4. Id.
5. United Nations Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment art. 1, Dec. 10, 1984, 1465 U.N.T.S. 85 (“For the purposes of this Convention, the term ‘torture’ means any act by which severe pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted on a person for such purposes as obtaining from him or a third person information or a confession, punishing him for an act he or a third person has committed or is suspected of having committed, or intimidating or coercing him or a third person, or for any reason based on discrimination of any kind, when such pain or suffering is inflicted by or at the instigation of or with the consent or acquiescence of a public official or other person acting in an official capacity. It does not include pain or suffering arising only from, inherent in or incidental to lawful sanctions.”); see Terri Judd, UN Advisor Says Sending Muslim Cleric Abu Hamza to US Would Equal Torture, INDEPENDENT (Oct. 3, 2012), http://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/un-advisor-says-sending-muslim-cleric-abu-hamza-to-us-would-equal-torture-8194857.html [http://perma.cc/56QQ-Y9F2]; see also McLeod, supra note 2, at 1179.
article advocating prison abolition in the form of gradual decarceration with a va-
riety of complementary measures, explains that “solitary confinement produces
effects similar to physical torture. . . [namely,] a constellation of symptoms in-
cluding overwhelming anxiety, confusion, hallucinations, and sudden violent and
self-destructive outbursts.” 6 Lorna A. Rhodes’ ethnography focused on inmates
placed in maximum security prisons sheds light on the somewhat contradictory
nature of these symptoms, elucidating that the harsh conditions of control in soli-
tary confinement produce seemingly pathological behavior that is potentially log-
cical within the madness of overwhelmingly controlled solitary units. 7 For
example, the throwing of human waste can be understood as a potentially rational
act for a prisoner deprived of other means of expression and resistance. 8  Fur-
thermore, many inmates exhibit a range of extremely disturbing behaviors as a re-
sult of severe social isolation, 9 clearly demonstrating the suffering caused by the
practice of solitary confinement. Given such harsh conditions, one has to ask
why prisoners have not asserted their constitutional rights 10 to humane treatment
within our court system.

In many cases, significant administrative exhaustion and financial barriers
keep individual inmate litigation out of federal court. 11 The class action mecha-
nism, which would entitle entire classes of prisoners to injunctive relief and by-
pass administrative exhaustion for all inmates other than the representative
plaintiffs, would provide a useful solution for redressing such grievous harms. 12

6. McLeod, supra note 2, at 1178.
7. See LORNA A. RHODES, TOTAL CONFINEMENT: MADNESS AND REASON IN THE
8. Id. at 43–49.  Although throwing waste on another person initially may seem to indicate mental
illness or erratic behavior, the context of the maximum security prison, or incarceration in general,
should influence the interpretation of this behavior. When inmates in solitary or supermax
conditions are deprived of virtually every other means of resistance, power, or protest, they may
resort to throwing human waste at corrections officials. Called “gassing,” this resistive act has been
common for decades. See, e.g., Mark Arax, Inmates Use ‘Gassing’ to Strike Back at the System, L.A.
TIMES (June 1, 1999), http://articles.latimes.com/1999/jun/01/news/sm-43122 [https://per-
ma.cc/LW2V-APFU]. This practice also happens in jails, an indication that administrative
controls and changes in that setting may also prompt backlash from upset inmates. Cf. Cindy
Chang, Jail Cracks Down on Inmates’ Pungent Assaults on Deputies, L.A. TIMES (July 10, 2014),
web.archive.org/web/20150429210606/http://www.latimes.com/local/crime/la-me-jail-gassing-
20140711-story.html].
10. Many constitutional claims for inmates arise from the Eighth Amendment’s prohibition on cruel
and unusual punishments, along with due process clause guarantees.
12. See, e.g., SpearIt, Gender Violence in Prison & Hyper-Masculinities in the Hood: Cycles of Destructive
Masculinity, 37 WASH. U. J.L. & POL’Y 89, 141–42 (2011) (describing the class action mechanism
Unfortunately, the unique realities of prison life, prisons’ control over inmates, and a lack of accommodation in procedural mechanisms within class actions serve to keep such desperately needed suits from obtaining justice for inmates. Specifically, courts’ struggles with the unsettled procedural question of how to respond to mootness issues before entering the class certification decision often result in an end to inmate litigation before it can even properly begin its life as a class action. Because current pre-class certification mootness procedures can disadvantage inmates, this Comment recommends the adoption of a more procedurally fair class action mootness approach to vindicate inmate rights. If courts look to the moment the class complaint is filed to determine mootness, along with the extension of several other legal principles like disallowing unilateral defendant actions from creating mootness, prisoner class actions will become more efficient, fair, and just.

A case in the Northern District of California, *Ashker v. Brown,* illustrates the pre-class certification mootness problems often present in inmate class actions. Thus, in Part I, *Ashker* provides a lens for evaluating the gaps and loopholes inherent in class action procedures for prisoners. From the ability to move inmates to new prisons or new areas within a prison on a whim, to the control over an inmate’s possessions and social contacts, to the power to reclassify an

---

13. See *Reassessing Solitary Confinement: The Human Rights, Fiscal, and Public Safety Consequences: Hearing Before the Subcomm. on Constitution, Civil Rights, and Human Rights of the Comm. on the Judiciary,* 112th Cong. 80–81, 86, 88 (2012) [hereinafter *Reassessing Solitary Confinement Hearing*] (statement of Craig Haney, Prof. of Psychology, Univ. of Calif., Santa Cruz) (“I recall a prisoner in New Mexico who was floridly psychotic and used a makeshift needle and thread from his pillowcase to sew his mouth completely shut. Prison authorities dutifully unstitched him, treated the wounds to his mouth, and then not only immediately returned him to the same isolation unit that had caused him such anguish but gave him a disciplinary infraction for destroying state property (i.e., the pillowcase), thus ensuring that his stay in the unit would be prolonged. A prisoner at the federal supermax prison—ADX—who had no pre-existing mental disorder before being placed in isolation, has suffered from severe mental illness for years now. While in solitary confinement he has amputated one of his pinkie fingers and chewed off the other, removed one of his testicles and scrotum, sliced off his ear lobes, and severed his Achilles tendon with a sharp piece of metal . . . . Another prisoner, housed long-term in a solitary confinement unit in Massachusetts, has several times disassembled the television in his cell and eaten the contents. Each time, his stomach is pumped and, after a brief stay in a psychiatric unit, he is returned to the same punitive isolation where this desperate and bizarre behavior occurred. Beyond these extreme examples, solitary confinement places all of the prisoners exposed to it at grave risk of harm . . . . Indeed, there is some recent, systematic evidence that time spent in solitary confinement contributes to elevated rates of recidivism . . . . [Further,] the bipartisan Commission on Safety and Abuse in America’s Prisons, chaired by former Attorney General Nicholas Katzenbach, called supermax prisons ‘expensive and soul destroying’ and recommended that prison systems ‘end conditions of isolation.’”).
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inmate’s internal categorization and associated housing situation, the *Ashker* defendants used procedural loopholes to try to moot the class action before it could gain traction.

Part II proceeds by explaining the law around class action mootness, both pre-class certification and post-class certification. While the Supreme Court clearly delineated the rules governing post-class certification mootness doctrine in four cases, its recent ruling on pre-class certification mootness leaves some issues unresolved, including the effect of a defendant’s unilateral action to moot a plaintiff’s claim. Confined to the facts of the specific case and the Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 68 context, the import of the decision for prisoner class actions remains to be seen. As a result, the lower courts’ approaches to pre-class certification mootness may still carry weight in the prison context. Generally, lower courts take three different approaches to mootness issues that arise before class certification. Under the first approach, courts may strictly find the action moot if the named plaintiff’s claim is rendered moot before the class certification decision. With the second approach, courts may allow the action to survive if the named plaintiff’s claim is rendered moot after the moment the class certification motion is filed, regardless of when the court rules on the motion. Finally, under the third approach, which the Supreme Court backed in its recent ruling albeit in that factual context, courts may allow an action to survive even if the named plaintiff’s claim is rendered moot before the motion for class certification is filed.

In Part III, this Comment turns to the legislative and sociopolitical backdrop of prison litigation. The Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA) and the Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) reveal Congressional attention and attitudes toward inmate issues and prison litigation. While the PLRA evidenced a Congress frustrated by the overwhelming number of inmate cases on the federal docket, the PREA revealed a Congress beginning to engage with and oppose the brutal realities of prison life, specifically the prevalence of sexual abuse. The current social backdrop further justifies attention to inmate rights class actions and mootness loopholes. Arising primarily from compelling reports of the deaths of African Americans at the hands of police officers, a social movement is underway. Our current, significantly heated societal moment includes America’s

---

recent calls for large-scale reform to racialized structures of social control, including policing and prisons.

In light of the congressional history of inmate legislation and the trend toward more attention to inmate issues—including passing the PREA as an attempt to correct some of the worst abuses within prisons—and in light of the current invigorated social climate, Part IV discusses proposed reforms to precertification mootness doctrine, specifically for inmate class actions. In particular, Part IV recommends extending case law, but also cabining the unaddressed issues in the recent Supreme Court decision on pre-class certification mootness, while reframing approaches to prisoner class actions to afford inmates better protections. It also discusses some of the potential criticisms of this new approach and explains why these criticisms fail to undermine the recommended reforms. Finally, this Comment acknowledges several additional issues raised by the Ashker case and reflects on reform implementation.

I. *Ashker’s Elucidation of Problematic Mootness Procedures*

Scott Budnick, who is an executive producer of films like *The Hangover*, the founder and president of the Anti-Recidivism Coalition, as well as a legislative advocate for California Senate Bill 260 on juvenile sentencing reform, recently visited Pelican Bay’s solitary confinement unit to explain upcoming advocacy efforts. At the end of the talk, unable to shake hands, one of the incarcerated men
held in a cage reached out to touch his fingertip to Scott’s through tiny holes in
the metal. The man said it was the most contact he had experienced outside of
prison searches in decades.\textsuperscript{19} This Part takes a look at the litigation in \textit{Asker v. Brown} and discusses the procedural hurdles many inmates face in order to secure
relief from inhumane prison conditions like those at Pelican Bay.

\subsection*{A. Nature of the Claims}

Stringent requirements under PLRA, like complex administrative exhaustion for example, can prevent inmates’ access to the federal court system and ultima-
tely limit their ability to vindicate basic constitutional rights—due process and freedom from cruel and unusual punishment to name a few; nevertheless inmate litigation does occur. Currently, the Northern District of California is
hearing an inmate class action in \textit{Asker v. Brown}.\textsuperscript{20} In its pre-trial phase alone,
the case clearly reveals gaps in class action procedure that allow prison systems to
evade judicial power and deny inmates access to justice.\textsuperscript{21} The suit attempts to as-
sert the rights of those locked in solitary confinement in California’s Pelican Bay
SHU for over ten years. The Defendants are the Governor of California, the
Secretary of the California Department of Corrections and Rehabilitation
(CDCR), the Chief of the CDCR’s Office of Correctional Safety, and the War-
den of Pelican Bay State Prison. The class alleges procedural due process viola-
tions under the Fourteenth Amendment’s due process clause because the men
were placed in SHU for indeterminate terms with no meaningful review of the
classifications used to justify their perpetual SHU housing.\textsuperscript{22} Once the prison
classified an inmate as “gang validated,” he could be confined in SHU potentially
for life without a substantive review of this classification.\textsuperscript{23}

\textsuperscript{19} Telephone Interview with Michael Mendoza, Legislative SB-260 Advocate (Apr. 17, 2015).
\textsuperscript{20} At current writing, on September 13, 2015, Judge Claudia Wilken has yet to rule on a joint motion
for preliminary approval of a settlement agreement submitted to the court on September 1, 2015.
\textsuperscript{21} Id.
\textsuperscript{22} Plaintiffs’ Second Amended Complaint at 36–37, Ashker v. Brown, No. 4:09-cv-05796-CW
\textsuperscript{23} Gang validation is a term used to describe an inmate deemed to officially be a member of a prison
gang. Gang validation standards are notoriously ambiguous, however, and insignificant circumstances
can sometimes be the basis of gang validation. For example, \textit{one of the plaintiffs in \textit{Ashker} became
gang validated when prison officials found a copy of \textit{The Art of War} by Sun Tzu in his cell. Additionally, inmates held in SHU are not eligible for probation or parole, even if they serve the\full lengths of their original sentences or longer, simply because they are housed in SHU. \textit{See also Reassessing Solitary Confinement Hearing, supra note 13, at 7 (statement of Craig Haney, Professor of Psychology, University of California, Santa Cruz) (“[L]arge number[s of prisoners] are housed}[in solitary confinement] . . . because they are alleged to be prison gang members or associates, an
The class also alleges Eighth Amendment cruel and unusual punishment violations based on the conditions of Pelican Bay’s SHU.24 Because these men were left in limbo with no way out of solitary confinement for a decade or more, and no determined term length, the harshness of their punishments rises above even the cruelty inherent in the realities of everyday life in SHU conditions.

B. The Lead-Up to Class Certification

The Plaintiffs first tried to file the lawsuit before 2009, but it was dismissed without prejudice for failure to exhaust administrative remedies.25 Then, several prisoners refiled the current lawsuit in 2009 by a handwritten complaint with the men acting as their own representation.26 The men subsequently obtained counsel in 2012 after a hunger strike.27 The district court’s docket tells an outrageous tale of subsequent retaliation from prison officials against the men for attempting to regain their constitutional rights.

The Defendants’ resistance to this action began in 2011 when several Plaintiffs received media attention for the hunger strike. The Defendants refused to allow the men access to photocopies important to the prisoners’ self-representation.28
The court ordered that the Defendants must allow the Plaintiffs access to photocopies for “legal documents,” the definition of which was admittedly narrow.29 The men subsequently faced searches of their cells and seizure of their legal documents and personal effects.30 Because the correctional officers who conducted the searches were not named Defendants, however, the court had no jurisdiction to address this potential retaliation.31 In September 2012, the prison transferred Ashker from his cell of five years to a cell in a new pod within Pelican Bay’s SHU in alleged retaliation and to hamper his interactions with other inmates involved in the litigation.32

The other co-Plaintiffs in the action remained in Ashker’s original pod, including Troxell, a plaintiff who served as Ashker’s writing assistant due to a disability preventing Ashker from writing for long periods of time.33 This prompted Ashker’s counsel to request a preliminary injunction to facilitate his ability to communicate with his attorneys and co-Plaintiffs, which the court denied.34

The prison continued to block attempts to efficiently facilitate the litigation in a myriad of ways, such as refusing the Plaintiffs and their counsel adequate space in which to meet. Although the prison previously allowed the Plaintiffs and their counsel to meet in a room in the prison large enough to accommodate

---

29. Id.
31. Id. at 2.
33. A pod describes the spatial arrangement of cells within a prison. Pelican Bay’s SHU is made up of several smaller housing units, termed pods, with many cells in them. Usually, each pod is spatially separated from the others, most likely to allow for greater control of the environment. Inmates typically have no opportunity for interaction with others in different pods because of this spatial segregation. Moving an inmate to a new pod effectively denies the inmate access to those living in other pods.
34. Notice of Motion and Memorandum of Law in Support of Plaintiffs’ Motion for Preliminary Injunction at 1–2, Ashker v. Brown, No. 4:09-cv-05796-CW (N.D. Cal. Dec. 6, 2012).
36. Id. at 1–2.
them all, the Defendants later withdrew access to this room.37 When Judge Claudia Wilken ordered settlement conferences, Plaintiffs’ counsel needed to request a court order granting them access to their clients to discuss the settlement because of the Defendants’ denial of adequate meeting space.38

C. Class Certification

Finally, on June 2, 2014, despite these unnecessary obstacles, the men obtained class certification.39 The court certified a due process class of “all Pelican Bay inmates who are currently assigned to an indeterminate SHU term on the basis of gang validation,” which included a majority of the 1100 inmates in Pelican Bay’s SHU.40 The court also certified an Eighth Amendment class of “all inmates who are now, or will be in the future, assigned to the Pelican Bay SHU for a period of more than ten continuous years,”41 which was estimated to encompass at least several hundred current inmates housed in Pelican Bay’s SHU for a decade or longer.42 The classes were certified as both Federal Rule of Civil Procedure (FRCP) 23(b)(1)43 class actions to protect against inconsistent judgments and demands on the Defendants’ behaviors and FRCP 23(b)(2)44 class actions, primarily for civil rights cases.

38. Id.
40. Id. at 9.
41. Id. at 21.
42. Id. at 9.
43. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(b); “(b) TYPES OF CLASS ACTIONS. A class action may be maintained if Rule 23(a) is satisfied and if:

   (1) prosecuting separate actions by or against individual class members would create a risk of:
       (A) inconsistent or varying adjudications with respect to individual class members that would establish incompatible standards of conduct for the party opposing the class; or
       (B) adjudications with respect to individual class members that, as a practical matter, would be dispositive of the interests of the other members not parties to the individual adjudications or would substantially impair or impede their ability to protect their interests;
   (2) the party opposing the class has acted or refused to act on grounds that apply generally to the class, so that final injunctive relief or corresponding declaratory relief is appropriate respecting the class as a whole . . . .”
44. Id.
D. Mootness Issues

The class certification order explains additional, arguably pernicious attempts to render the Plaintiffs’ claims moot before the certification decision could be entered. These efforts were largely successful and created an unnecessarily complex structure for the lawsuit as well as significant delays. First, the Defendants devised a new, impermanent, and calculated plan in October 2012 to review SHU placements based on gang validation—the criterion used to house the Plaintiffs indefinitely—in an attempt to moot the class’s due process claims.45 The new procedures, called the Security Threat Group (STG) pilot plan, were devised unilaterally by the Defendants and used to move for dismissal of the Plaintiffs’ due process claims as moot.46 The STG was not permanent, so it would have allowed the Defendants to discontinue the pilot program as soon as the court dismissed the due process claims.47 Additionally, it did not yet apply to any of the named Plaintiffs.48 The court therefore refused to dismiss the due process allegations, but the STG program did have a significant effect on class membership by providing cover for the Defendants to transfer class members out of Pelican Bay’s SHU to other facilities.49

All ten of the named Plaintiffs were housed in Pelican Bay’s SHU at the time they filed the putative class action in September 2012. The Defendants, however, transferred half of them out of Pelican Bay’s SHU prior to the decision on class certification.50 These transferred, named Plaintiffs were universally excluded from class membership due to their involuntary transfers,51 which were unilaterally and potentially intentionally effected by the Defendants. Therefore, the transferred inmates, including unnamed transferred inmates, some of whom were moved under the new STG pilot program, no longer qualified as class members of either class. Instead of proceeding in a streamlined fashion as class members or named Plaintiffs, the five transferred, named Plaintiffs instead had to pursue individual claims on a parallel track alongside the litigation. This parallel track for these men’s individual claims represents an ultimate

45. Order Granting in Part Motion for Class Certification; Denying Motion to Intervene at 3, Ashker v. Brown, No. 4:09-cv-05796-CW (N.D. Cal. June 2, 2014).
46. Id.
47. Id.
48. Id.
49. Id.
50. Id. at 2.
51. Asquith v. Dep’t of Corr., 186 F.3d 407, 411 (3d Cir. 1999) (“The Due Process Clause by its own force does not require hearings whenever prison authorities transfer a prisoner to another institution . . . as long as the conditions or degree of confinement to which the prisoner is subjected are within the sentence imposed upon him . . . .”) (citation omitted).
inefficiency in the process of class certification, requiring additional individual trials for claims that were rendered different simply through the Defendants’ quick, unilateral action.

The court pointed to the four FRCP 23(a) requirements for class certification, namely numerosity, commonality, typicality, and adequacy of representation,\(^\text{52}\) to justify this exclusion. Because the transferred inmates lacked commonality with the inmates remaining in Pelican Bay’s SHU, due solely to locational differences, all transferred inmates were excluded from class certification.\(^\text{53}\) While this may have been some form of relief for some inmates, as presumably at least a few were moved to other facilities and not placed in another SHU under the STG pilot program, many transferred inmates were merely shuffled to the next prison’s SHU in an effort to evade judicial redress of their fundamental due process and Eighth Amendment concerns. Furthermore, even if an inmate was still held at Pelican Bay’s SHU without transfer, but the Defendants placed him in the STG program, he no longer qualified as a member of the due process class.\(^\text{54}\) The Defendants therefore devised a way to categorically exclude as many members of the class as they chose, simply by placing them into a new, questionable STG program, even if it resulted in no change or a continually inadequate review of the inmates’ SHU terms. While the STG ploy failed to win the Defendants a dismissal of the due process claims entirely, it did allow them to exclude large swathes of the due process class members at their discretion.

These transfers also created an even more problematic result when the court evaluated the typicality requirement of the ten named Plaintiffs, or class representatives. The court determined that the five named Plaintiffs who were transferred from Pelican Bay’s SHU were no longer typical of the class members because their changed location meant their interest no longer aligned with the Pelican Bay classes.\(^\text{55}\) Accordingly, the court concluded that the five transferred,

\(^\text{52}\) FED. R. CIV. P. 23(a): “(a) PREREQUISITES. One or more members of a class may sue or be sued as representative parties on behalf of all members only if:

(1) the class is so numerous that joinder of all members is impracticable;
(2) there are questions of law or fact common to the class;
(3) the claims or defenses of the representative parties are typical of the claims or defenses of the class; and
(4) the representative parties will fairly and adequately protect the interests of the class.”

\(^\text{53}\) Order Granting in Part Motion for Class Certification; Denying Motion to Intervene at 11, 14, Ashker v. Brown, No. 4:09-cv-05796-CW (N.D. Cal. June 2, 2014). Prison officials had already transferred over one hundred inmates to different prisons at the time of the class certification decision. Id. at 10.

\(^\text{54}\) Id. at 11.

\(^\text{55}\) Id. at 16.
named Plaintiffs were “subject to a different set of housing assignment procedures than the putative class and now live under different conditions of confinement.”

The Defendants' actions therefore caused Defendant-defined, much smaller, and strategically-chosen classes to be certified. Through these unilateral, involuntary transfers, often to other prisons' SHUs that perpetuate the same inhumane conditions, the Defendants were able to handpick the inmates who could remain named Plaintiffs, perhaps significantly weakening or altogether destroying the representative Plaintiffs' cases. Because the named Plaintiffs serve as the representatives for entire classes, any strategic changes to who is a named Plaintiff could spell disaster for even the most clearly valid claims. Furthermore, the unnamed, transferred inmates simply lost their stake in the litigation and often were moved to similar, if not identical, conditions in other SHUs. The validity and policies of the STG pilot program remained beyond the scope of judicial review, and the class certification decision cut down the case's potential significantly, as it placed many interested inmates beyond the reach of the litigation. Furthermore, the five named Plaintiffs, who were transferred prior to the class certification decision, must proceed on an inefficient, independent but parallel track with their individual claims.

The court did leave open the possibility of a supplemental complaint, however, to try to address the transferred and STG-categorized inmates and their sudden exclusion from relief, or mooting of their claims, based solely on the Defendants' actions. The court explained that if the Plaintiffs “seek to challenge the conditions of confinement in any other housing unit or correctional facility, they must seek leave to amend their Eighth Amendment claim.” Similarly, “if Plaintiffs seek to challenge the STG program procedures, they must seek leave to amend their due process claim.”

E. Defendants' Post-Certification Actions and Plaintiffs' Limited Supplementary Complaint

Following the certification decision, the Defendants officially made the STG program, now consisting of a five-step program, permanent in October
2014, further complicating challenges to class membership and adequacy of representation.  Now, the named Plaintiffs are all classified at various levels within the STG step-down program, and the Defendants have moved four named Plaintiffs, as well as about twenty unnamed Plaintiffs, to Tehachapi Prison’s SHU.

The Plaintiffs succeeded in supplementing their complaint to include the transferred and STG inmates who were moved to Tehachapi’s SHU, but only with respect to the Eighth Amendment claim. Still, any Eighth Amendment–transferred inmates not currently housed at Tehachapi’s SHU, but who were instead moved to another facility, are still excluded from the litigation. The Plaintiffs also did not amend their claims regarding the due process class and the implementation of the STG program. The pilot STG process affecting the inmates transferred before class certification will therefore not be reviewed by the court. This essentially allows the Defendants to design, implement, strategically utilize, and finally make permanent, a review process over the course of the litigation that renders the due process claims moot without any external evaluation of this new program. Therefore, the due process class still consists of only those inmates housed at Pelican Bay’s SHU due to gang validation who were not

61. Id. at 3–4.
62. The docket does not clarify why the Plaintiffs’ counsel chose not to amend the due process claim. It is possible that the new, permanent STG program cures the prior due process defects of indeterminate and virtually unreviewable SHU terms and gang validation designations. It is also possible that, despite the weaknesses of the new STG program, its permanence made the due process claim too difficult to pursue. Conjecture on soft variables could indicate that the Plaintiffs’ counsel may have also sensed the court’s reticence to challenge the new STG program given that counsel already raised arguments concerning the STG program in briefing on the class certification motion and the motion for a supplemental complaint.
63. If the Plaintiffs chose to supplement their due process claim, voluntary cessation doctrine would apply here. In the Ninth Circuit, courts first assume changes in government policy are made in good faith. See, e.g., Am. Cargo Transp., Inc. v. United States, 625 F.3d 1176, 1180 (9th Cir. 2010). Then, challengers can rebut this presumption. Hazle v. Crofoot, 727 F.3d 983, 998–99 (9th Cir. 2013). The party who asserts mootness, even if that party is the government, bears a heavy burden of persuasion. Rosemere Neighborhood Ass’n v. U.S. EPA, 581 F.3d 1169, 1173–75 (9th Cir. 2009). Because the prison officials implemented the STG program presumably in good faith, the Ashker plaintiffs would have needed to prove that this change was actually made in bad faith to continue pursuing their now moot due process claims even after supplementing the complaint to include the excluded inmates who would have been part of the due process class. Such an effort may have included too many evidentiary problems. On the other side, however, it is possible that the defendants would not have been able to carry their heavy burden to establish mootness on the excluded due process claims due to the STG program. Because the plaintiffs chose not to supplement their complaint as to this group of due process claims for inmates placed in the STG steps, we do not know how voluntary cessation may have played a role in Ashker’s due process allegations.
strategically placed in the STG program at the time of class certification. Through these procedural backflips, the Defendants managed to define, control, delay, and disadvantage the Plaintiffs’ claims, classes, and overall case. The massive amounts of delay, discovery expansion, and procedural complexity caused by the Defendants’ behavior serves only to draw out and potentially handicap the Plaintiffs’ ability to obtain relief.64

II. LEGAL STANDARDS FOR MOOTNESS

The Defendants used both the STG program and inmate location transfers, namely pre-certification, unilateral actions that were likely taken in response to the litigation, to moot the Plaintiffs’ claims in the Ashker case. Typically, defendants lack the capacity to force a plaintiff to move, change to whom a plaintiff may speak, or control significant and intimate details of a plaintiff’s daily life.65 The prison context, however, renders inmates vulnerable to such unilateral, involuntary mootness. Inmate locations, treatment, and classifications exist at the whims of prisons. Thus, if prisons can simply re-shuffle inmates through transfers and reclassify prisoners through implementing measures like STG programs in order to avoid or strategically manipulate litigation, inmates are distinct kinds of plaintiffs who require additional protections from defendants who attempt to render their claims moot.


65. While defendants usually lack this level of control, defendants can sometimes unilaterally moot a claim. For example, a state's legislature can correct a challenged law through new legislation in response to a pending case. Buckhannon Bd. & Care Home, Inc. v. W. Va. Dept’ of Health & Human Res., 532 U.S. 598, 600 (2001). This differs markedly from the extreme level of control exercised by unelected prison officials over inmates, without the same level of public involvement and oversight that legislatures face.
An actual “case or controversy” is required in order to confer jurisdiction on a federal court. Mootness is the lack of a live controversy, as defined by the Constitution’s requirement of an actual “case or controversy” in Article III. Mootness can be created in a myriad of ways, especially in the complicated world of class actions. The Supreme Court has weighed in on mootness after class certification, but pre-certification mootness, like that arising in Ashker, remains a somewhat unsettled area of law, leaving vulnerable inmate populations open to abusive procedural rules.

A. Rule 68

First, a quick explanation of Rule 68 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure is necessary because the mootness doctrine includes cases involving this rule. While cases evaluate mootness created in many different ways, Rule 68 is a common cause of mootness. It allows a defendant to make a full offer of judgment to a plaintiff, which the plaintiff can then either accept or reject. Rule 68 offers are

---

67. Daniel A. Zariski et al., Mootness in the Class Action Context: Court-Created Exceptions to the “Case or Controversy” Requirement of Article III, 26 REV. LITIG. 77, 78–79 (“The mootness doctrine, like the standing doctrine, also arises from Article III’s case or controversy requirement. Because an actual ‘case or controversy’ must exist for a court to have jurisdiction, courts have required the existence of a live dispute between parties with a ‘personal stake’ in the outcome of the litigation as a prerequisite to justiciability. If at any time in a litigation these requirements are not met—whether because of a dismissal on the merits, a voluntary settlement between the parties, or an involuntary dismissal occasioned by a full and complete offer of judgment—a court must deem the case moot and dismiss it due to a lack of jurisdiction.”).
68. See infra Section II.B.
69. FED. R. CIV. P. 68: “Offer of Judgment

(A) MAKING AN OFFER; JUDGMENT ON AN ACCEPTED OFFER. At least 14 days before the date set for trial, a party defending against a claim may serve on an opposing party an offer to allow judgment on specified terms, with the costs then accrued. If, within 14 days after being served, the opposing party serves written notice accepting the offer, either party may then file the offer and notice of acceptance, plus proof of service. The clerk must then enter judgment.

(B) UNACCEPTED OFFER. An unaccepted offer is considered withdrawn, but it does not preclude a later offer. Evidence of an unaccepted offer is not admissible except in a proceeding to determine costs.

(C) OFFER AFTER LIABILITY IS DETERMINED. When one party’s liability to another has been determined but the extent of liability remains to be determined by further proceedings, the party held liable may make an offer of judgment. It must be served within a reasonable time—but at least 14 days—before the date set for a hearing to determine the extent of liability.

(D) PAYING COSTS AFTER AN UNACCEPTED OFFER. If the judgment that the offeree finally obtains is not more favorable than the unaccepted offer, the offeree must pay the costs incurred after the offer was made.”
common in class action litigation because a defendant could moot an entire class action before class certification if the representative plaintiff(s) simply accepts the offer, rendering her claims satisfied and ending the case or controversy.70

When a plaintiff does not accept71 a Rule 68 offer in the class action context, however, the result is slightly more complicated, as explained by the Weiss case below and the most recent Supreme Court decision on the issue, Gomez.72 Currently, however, several aspects of Rule 68 offers are important in the prison class action arena. First, the plaintiff chooses to accept or reject the offer and therefore asserts her own autonomy and control over the situation. Consequently, defendants cannot unilaterally act to moot the action with only an offer of judgment.73 Second, Rule 68 offers can be analogous to other efforts by defendants to address a plaintiff’s individual claims prior to class certification. For example, a Rule 68 offer is similar to the STG program in Ashker, which on its surface sought to remedy alleged due process violations by providing the opportunity for meaningful review of SHU terms and placements. Other aspects of Rule 68, however, are not analogous to the prison context. For example, the typical form of relief varies from Rule 68 to prisoner suits: one monetary and easily measured, and the other a more complicated change to policy and prison conditions through injunctions. While Rule 68 offers can include injunctive relief, they rarely do since Rule 68 is an ineffective tool for such an offer.74

Because Rule 68 is prevalent within discussions of class action mootness, its similarities and differences to the inmate situation are essential to understanding, limiting, and generalizing the law on class action mootness to prisoners’ class actions. That law consists of established standards for post-certification mootness, through which the Supreme Court adapted mootness doctrine to the class action context; divided lower court approaches; and the recent Gomez decision on pre-certification mootness.


71. Rejection and failure to accept the offer have the same effect. Plaintiffs often allow such offers to expire naturally under their own terms as a means of rejecting the offer.


73. Although the Gomez dicta leaves open the possibility of defendants mooting the action through actual payment, not just an offer, the holding focuses on plaintiffs’ choices. Gomez, 577 U.S. _ (2016) (slip op. at 11).

B. Precedent on Mootness After a Class Certification Decision: Four Supreme Court Cases

1. *Sosna v. Iowa*\(^\text{75}\)

The Supreme Court first weighed in on post-certification class action mootness in 1975. The plaintiff moved to Iowa and filed for divorce but was denied jurisdiction because she had not resided in Iowa for a year.\(^\text{76}\) She then filed suit, asserting that Iowa’s one-year residency requirement for invoking its divorce jurisdiction was unconstitutional.\(^\text{77}\) The plaintiff obtained class certification, but then subsequently satisfied the one-year residency requirement and obtained a divorce in another state before the case was resolved.\(^\text{78}\) Therefore, there was nothing left of her claim to pursue, rendering it presumptively moot.\(^\text{79}\)

The Supreme Court rejected this interpretation of mootness, however, instead holding that the case or controversy was still live for the unnamed class members. When the case became a class action, it “acquired a legal status separate from” the named plaintiff’s individual interest, therefore altering the mootness analysis.\(^\text{80}\) The Court went on to explain that this one-year residency requirement was so short that likely no challenger could see a suit through to judgment before the one year expired and that particular challenger’s claim became moot.\(^\text{81}\) To allow for challenges of such temporally-limited laws, the Court adopted the “capable of repetition yet evading review” standard to sidestep the problem of temporal mootness.\(^\text{82}\) In short, the Court concluded that the plaintiff’s action was not moot, despite her individual claim’s resolution, because (i) it was a certified class action, and (ii) the challenged law was capable of repetition.

---

\(^{75}\) 419 U.S. 393 (1975).
\(^{76}\) *Id.* at 395.
\(^{77}\) *Id.*
\(^{78}\) *Id.* at 397–99.
\(^{79}\) *Id.* at 399 (“If appellant had sued only on her own behalf, both the fact that she now satisfies the one-year residency requirement and the fact that she has obtained a divorce elsewhere would make this case moot and require dismissal. But appellant brought this suit as a class action and sought to litigate the constitutionality of the durational residency requirement in a representative capacity.”) (citations omitted).
\(^{80}\) *Id.* at 399.
\(^{81}\) *Id.* at 400.
\(^{82}\) *Id.* at 400 (“But even though appellees in this proceeding might not again enforce the Iowa durational residency requirement against appellant, it is clear that they will enforce it against those persons in the class that appellant sought to represent and that the District Court certified. In this sense the case before us is one in which state officials will undoubtedly continue to enforce the challenged statute and yet, because of the passage of time, no single challenger will remain subject to its restrictions for the period necessary to see such a lawsuit to its conclusion.”).
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but evading review. *Sosna* thus began the process of adapting mootness to make sense within the more complex class action context.


In *Geraghty*, the Court took its *Sosna* analysis a step further. It held that the class claims were not moot upon the expiration of the named plaintiff’s claim after the certification decision, even when class certification was denied.[^84^] This holding allowed named plaintiffs to appeal class certification decisions after the expiration of their individual claims.[^85^] In this case, Geraghty challenged his denial of parole.[^86^] He was later granted parole after class certification was denied, but before the appeal of the denial of class certification was complete.[^87^] The Court found that his individual grant of parole did not render his claim moot, allowing the representative plaintiff to finish the process of appealing the denial of class certification.[^88^] Furthermore, under *Sosna*, if the appeal results in a class certification order, then the case can proceed despite the named plaintiff’s individual resolution.[^89^] *Geraghty*, therefore, represents the Court’s attempts to allow a class action to see its claims through to completion of the class certification process, including appeals, without interference from mootness doctrine.[^90^]

[^84^]: *Id.* at 404 ("[A]n action brought on behalf of a class does not become moot upon expiration of the named plaintiff’s substantive claim, even though class certification has been denied. The proposed representative of the class retains a ‘personal stake’ in obtaining class certification sufficient to assure that Art. III values are not undermined. If the appeal [of the class certification decision] results in reversal of the . . . denial, and a class subsequently is properly certified, the merits of the class claim then may be adjudicated pursuant to the holding in *Sosna* [v. *Iowa*, 419 U.S. 393, that the class action is not rendered moot after a class is certified, even if the named plaintiff’s claim is mooted.").
[^85^]: Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 23(f) allows interlocutory appeals of class certification decisions but not as appeals as of right. FED. R. CIV. P. 23(f): "APPEALS. A court of appeals may permit an appeal from an order granting or denying class-action certification under this rule if a petition for permission to appeal is filed with the circuit clerk within 14 days after the order is entered. An appeal does not stay proceedings in the district court unless the district judge or the court of appeals so orders."
[^86^]: *Geraghty*, 445 U.S. at 388.
[^87^]: *Id.*
[^88^]: *Id.* at 404.
[^89^]: *Id.* at 388.
3. Deposit Guaranty National Bank v. Roper

A companion case to Geraghty, Roper also extended the Sosna idea of adapting mootness to class action contexts. In this slightly more complicated case, the plaintiffs brought suit against a bank, the issuer of their credit cards, for allegedly unlawful finance charges. The district court denied the plaintiffs’ motion for class certification, and the Fifth Circuit declined to grant mandamus to review the decision. The bank then tendered full payment to each named plaintiff for the maximum they could recover in the suit but without any admission of liability. The district court entered judgment in favor of the named plaintiffs despite their decision to reject the defendant’s payment offer. The plaintiffs objected to the entry of judgment in their favor, but the action was still dismissed. They then attempted to appeal the denial of class certification again. The defendants argued that the appeal was moot because of the entry of judgment for the plaintiffs below, but the Fifth Circuit disagreed and the Supreme Court affirmed this decision.

The Supreme Court held that the entry of judgment over the plaintiffs’ objections did not moot the case because the plaintiffs retained an interest in the litigation. That interest consisted of the ability to shift costs to other unnamed parties if certification were obtained. Certification was ultimately granted after the plaintiffs successfully appealed the adverse certification decision. Therefore, even when a defendant offered to fully satisfy the plaintiffs’ claims after a denial of class certification, and even when the district court entered judgment in favor of the named plaintiffs, the named plaintiffs could continue to pursue the certification decision to protect their interests in shifting costs to the class. Notably, the plaintiffs also objected to the entry of judgment in their favor. Roper often stands for the policy goal of preventing defendants from “picking off”

92. Id. at 327–28.
93. Id. at 329. While in this case the plaintiffs petitioned the appellate court for mandamus on the question of class certification, parties can now file an interlocutory appeal under FED. R. CIV. P. 23(f), passed in 1998.
94. Id.
95. Id. at 329–30.
96. Id. at 330.
97. Id.
98. Id. at 326–27.
99. Id. at 326.
100. Id. at 327.
101. Id. at 331.
representative plaintiffs by paying off the named plaintiffs to halt the class action in its tracks.  

4.  *County of Riverside v. McLaughlin*  

    *McLaughlin* flirts with the line established by the Supreme Court earlier regarding post-certification loosening of mootness. It creates a narrow extension of relaxed mootness to pre-certification cases for claims that are “inherently transitory.”  

    Here, the plaintiffs were arrested in Riverside County and claimed they were held under unconstitutionally long waits for probable cause determinations while in detention.  

    Although all of the named plaintiffs were either released or provided with probable cause hearings by the time they moved for class certification, the court found no mootness issue.  

    The inherently transitory temporal nature of the claims was even more extreme than the *Sosna* one-year residency requirement, here ranging from only two to seven days of detention.  

    The extremely limited duration of the live claim follows the line of *Sosna* in allowing the judicial process to take place without mootness bars because any challenger’s claim would necessarily become moot before a case could conclude.  

    The startling extension to this doctrine, however, comes in the timing of the class certification motion. Because of the inherently transitory nature of the claims, requiring that the plaintiffs move for class certification to preserve their claims from mootness within two to seven days would also prevent any judicial review.  

    *McLaughlin* therefore allows the claims to remain an actual case or controversy even when

---

102.  *Id.* at 339 (“Requiring multiple plaintiffs to bring separate actions, which effectively could be ‘picked off’ by a defendant’s tender of judgment before an affirmative ruling on class certification could be obtained, obviously would frustrate the objectives of class actions; moreover it would invite waste of judicial resources by stimulating successive suits brought by others claiming aggrievement.”).


104.  *Id.* at 52 (“That the class was not certified until after the named plaintiffs’ claims had become moot does not deprive us of jurisdiction. We recognized in *Gerstein* that ‘[s]ome claims are so inherently transitory that the trial court will not have even enough time to rule on a motion for class certification before the proposed representative’s individual interest expires.’ In such cases, the ‘relation back’ doctrine is properly invoked to preserve the merits of the case for judicial resolution.” (quoting U.S. Parole Comm’n v. Geraghty, 445 U.S. 388, 399 (1980))).

105.  *Id.* at 48–49.

106.  *Id.* at 51–52.

107.  *Id.* at 47 (“At issue is the County’s policy of combining probable cause determinations with its arraignment procedures. Under County policy, which tracks closely the provisions of Cal. Penal Code Ann. § 825 (West 1985), arraignments must be conducted without unnecessary delay and, in any event, within two days of arrest. This 2-day requirement excludes from computation weekends and holidays. Thus, an individual arrested without a warrant late in the week may in some cases be held for as long as five days before receiving a probable cause determination. Over the Thanksgiving holiday, a 7-day delay is possible.”).
they expire significantly before the plaintiffs can file their class certification motion.

C. Application of Sosna, Geraghty, Roper, and McLaughlin to Prison Class Actions

The application of these cases to the inmate class action context yields some definitive protections for inmates but still fails to account for prisoners’ unique vulnerability to defendants’ power and control over inmates and their claims. For example, even though the Ashker due process named plaintiffs are now classified as belonging to the permanent STG program, they could retain their live claims under Sosna because they were not part of the STG program at the time of class certification. This Sosna reasoning preserves a serious loophole for the Defendants, who could have effectively mooted the entire due process claim by placing every Pelican Bay SHU inmate into the STG pilot program, however superficially, before class certification. Sosna therefore freezes the mootness inquiry at the time class certification is granted, but in Ashker that freezing comes too late for many of the plaintiffs. By the time the Ashker court granted class certification, prison officials had already transferred or placed into the new STG program several of the named plaintiffs and many of the absent class members.

Similarly, Geraghty provides additional protections to inmates if their class certification is denied and their claims have become moot, so that they can continue to appeal the class certification decision. This procedural safeguard is important because, as evidenced in prior sections of this Comment, defendants can very easily destroy commonality and typicality in inmate class actions, requiring potential appeals to truly adjudicate a class certification decision. In Ashker, an appeal was not necessary because the court granted, in part, the Plaintiffs’ class certification motion. If, however, the prison officials had successfully transferred or reclassified all of the named Plaintiffs into the STG program before the class certification decision, thereby destroying all typicality and commonality by causing the inmates to live at different prisons, the Geraghty holding would at least allow an appeal of the adverse certification decision. This appeal would likely be ineffective, however, because the changes took place before the class certification decision, the point at which the court examines mootness under Sosna.

Roper has a slightly more nuanced application to prison litigation contexts. Because these suits usually assert claims for declaratory and injunctive relief, the lack of a financial stake in shifting costs of litigation to class members may not keep a claim alive long enough to appeal any denial of class certification once a court enters judgment for a plaintiff. Financial interest can be found, however, in
fee shifting statutes for civil rights cases concerning costs and attorney’s fees.108 Unfortunately, an attorney’s fee issue alone cannot be pursued if a court has entered a final decision on the merits.109 Furthermore, even if an inmate’s suit served as the catalyst for a change in a defendant’s policies or behaviors, but those changes provided no benefit to the inmate, this is insufficient to sustain a plaintiff’s standing to seek substantive relief, therefore eliminating any potential recovery for plaintiff’s counsel for attorney’s fees.110

Additionally, this may remain insufficient to evade mootness issues under Roper. If a prison were to offer the equivalent of full payment, in the form of permanent and meaningful reform measures, and a court were to order judgment in favor of the inmate class, then whether or not they accept the offer, the judgment would presumably carry with it the costs and attorney’s fees as a matter of the court’s discretion.111 In this scenario, full and meaningful reform in the offer would often relate to a prison’s overall practices and policies, which would likely cure all of the class members’ claims as a whole—yet this relief is conditioned on the named plaintiffs accepting the offer.

If, however, some form of specialized relief was offered only to named plaintiffs, then an analogy can be drawn. Despite the lack of a continued interest tied to pecuniary relief, Roper can stand for the proposition that if named plaintiffs have a continued interest in class certification, even after judgment is entered for them over their objections, they can pursue that interest. This recognizes the power of the plaintiffs’ voices in choosing to accept a defendant’s proffered compensation and also in contesting subsequent judgments, even judgments in their favor. A Roper workaround could be helpful if named inmates could establish a continued, albeit nonmonetary, interest in class litigation after actions offering full redress to only named plaintiffs, in order to allow named plaintiffs to continue pursuing class certification for unnamed plaintiffs.

Finally, McLaughlin is perhaps the most compelling case to support inmate class actions, especially in conjunction with Sosna. Although the “inherently transitory” language of McLaughlin seemed to embrace a very limited timeframe of a few days, when coupled with the “capable of repetition yet evading review”

109. See generally Badinich v. Becton Dickinson & Co., 486 U.S. 196 (1988); see also Marek v. Chesny, 473 U.S. 1 (1985) (holding that after a defendant makes a FED. R. CIV. P. 68 offer that is more than a plaintiff’s fees and costs, a defendant is no longer liable for the plaintiff’s fees and costs; instead, the plaintiff is liable for the defendant’s costs).
language of *Sosna*, the two present a strong argument for reframing how inmate class actions are understood. Because inmates can be transferred in a matter of only a few days, their commonality and typicality may be inherently transitory. Additionally, such transfers are always capable of repetition, yet evading review. The prisons can simply destroy class membership before certification to evade review and later move inmates back to their original positions to repeat abuses. Ultimately, reinterpreting inmate class actions this way could solve a host of injustices inherent in inmate class action procedures. These extensions would no doubt be somewhat controversial.112 Furthermore, lower courts have developed their own understandings of mootness affecting claims before certification without this coupling of *McLaughlin* and *Sosna*, indicating an unwillingness to extend or reinterpret in this manner.

D. Confusion in Lower Courts on Mootness Before Class Certification: Three Approaches

Although the *Gomez* decision potentially resolved the Circuit split on mootness before class certification, that decision may be limited to the Rule 68 context and the specific facts in that case. Therefore, lower courts may continue to take different approaches depending on the contexts and facts of the cases before them. When a claim is rendered moot before the class certification decision, lower courts generally take three approaches to deciding if a case or controversy remains. These approaches either provide or eliminate opportunities for savvy defendants to game the system through efforts to create mootness early. The first approach strictly renders a class action moot if the named plaintiff’s claim is mooted prior to class certification. The second approach allows a class action to survive if the named plaintiff’s claim is not moot at the moment the class certification motion is filed, even if the claim subsequently becomes moot before the class certification decision. The third, loosest approach allows class actions to survive even if the named plaintiff’s claim is rendered moot prior to the filing of the class certification motion by looking to the live controversy at the time of the class complaint. The *Gomez* decision effectively adopted this third approach. Furthermore, between circuits and within circuits, courts often take differing approaches.113

---

112. Critics make take issue with the loose interpretation of the Constitution’s case or controversy requirement inherent in the suggested extensions. See, e.g., Zariski et al., supra note 67, at 108–16.
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1. First Approach: Strict, Narrow Interpretation

Some courts interpret the above precedents on post-certification mootness narrowly to reach the conclusion that if a named plaintiff’s claim is mooted before class certification, the entire class action is dead in the water, apart from an assumed very limited *McLaughlin* exception for inherently transitory claims. Many of these courts faced cases in which the named plaintiff’s claim was mooted early, before the filing of the motion for class certification. These courts conclude that with the mootness of the named plaintiff’s individual claim, comes the mootness of the entire nascent class action. This approach often further construes *Roper* and *Geraghty* narrowly, pointing out that both decisions involved appeals of adverse class certification rulings and involuntary mootness of plaintiffs’ claims. The implication is therefore that if a named plaintiff chooses to voluntarily settle, her claim’s mootness will extend to the putative class’s claims. The settlement would therefore bar even an appeal of an adverse class certification decision unless the plaintiff retains a live interest in the litigation after the voluntary settlement.

2. Second Approach: Focus on the Moment of Filing of the Motion for Class Certification

Other courts have looked to the moment the motion for class certification is filed as the definitive time to determine mootness. In this slightly more forgiving formulation, if the representative plaintiff’s claims become moot after the moment the motion is filed but before the court issues its class certification decision, that mootness does not affect the putative class action which can proceed. This approach, as explained in *Lusardi v. Xerox Corp.*, relies on *Sosna*’s relation back approach for claims “capable of repetition yet evading review,” but extends it...
to other kinds of cases in line with *Geraghty* and *Roper*. These courts still insist that the case or controversy be live at the moment of filing, claiming that this protection is sufficient to prevent defendants from picking off representative plaintiffs.

3. **Third Approach: Forgiving *Weiss* and Its Progeny**

   A third approach involves following and extending the *Weiss* case. Out of the Third Circuit, *Weiss* adopted a forgiving standard recognizing plaintiffs’ voices and condemning unilateral defendant actions as the basis for mootness determinations. In *Weiss*, the plaintiffs brought an action under the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act. Before they could file for class certification, the defendants made a Rule 68 full offer of judgment to the named plaintiffs. The named plaintiffs rejected this offer, so the defendants filed a motion to dismiss, claiming that the Rule 68 offer rendered the claims moot and deprived the court of jurisdiction. The district court dismissed the action, and the plaintiffs appealed.

   The *Weiss* court noted that, traditionally, a full offer of judgment moots the claim and destroys the controversy. They proceeded to explain, however, that the plaintiffs’ small monetary claims were of the sort that made these individuals susceptible to being picked off, and pointed to the policy concern motivating *Roper*. *Weiss* also rejected the second approach above, which focuses on the

---

122. *Id.* at 982.
125. *Id.* at 349–50.
126. *Id.* at 339.
127. *Id.* at 339–40.
128. *Id.*
129. *Id.* at 339 (“This appeal reflects the tension between two rules of civil procedure—FED. R. CIV. P. 23 and FED. R. CIV. P. 68—and whether they can be harmonized when the only individual relief requested by the representative plaintiff has been satisfied through an offer of judgment.”).
130. *Id.* at 340 (“An offer of complete relief will generally moot the plaintiff’s claim, as at that point the plaintiff retains no personal interest in the outcome of the litigation’’); *see also* Rand v. Monsanto Co., 926 F.2d 596, 598 (7th Cir. 1991) (“Once the defendant offers to satisfy the plaintiff’s entire demand, there is no dispute over which to litigate and a plaintiff who refuses to acknowledge this loses outright, under FED. R. CIV. P. 12(b)(1), because he has no remaining stake.”).
131. *Weiss*, 385 F.3d at 347 (“Although *Weiss*’s claims here are not ‘inherently transitory’ as a result of being time sensitive, they are ‘acutely susceptible to mootness,’ . . . in light of defendants’ tactic of ‘picking off’ lead plaintiffs with a Rule 68 offer to avoid a class action. As noted, this tactic may deprive a representative plaintiff the opportunity to timely bring a class certification motion, and also may deny the court a reasonable opportunity to rule on the motion.” (quoting Comer v. Cisneros, 37 F.3d 775, 797 (2d Cir. 1994))).
moment plaintiffs file the class certification motion, because class actions can proceed on different tracks, defeating the reliance on this single motion as definitive.\textsuperscript{132} With special attention to the Fair Debt Collection Practices Act and its differing damages for class suits as compared to individual suits, the court looked to the shared values in the statute and FRCP 23\textsuperscript{133} of aggregating claims to make negative-value litigation\textsuperscript{134} possible.\textsuperscript{135}

This evaluation of the ethos behind Rule 23 and its creation of class actions proved pivotal to the court’s decision. Ultimately, the court concluded that in the absence of a class certification motion, the relation back doctrine could be used to defeat mootness by looking at the live controversy at the time the plaintiff filed the class complaint.\textsuperscript{136} It also distinguished \textit{Lusardi}, embodying the second approach, because in that case the plaintiffs voluntarily accepted settlement offers after two denied motions for class certification.\textsuperscript{137}

After \textit{Weiss}, several cases in the Ninth Circuit, perhaps following Judge Alarcón’s lead, adopted its central holding that a defendant’s unilateral Rule 68 offer does not moot a class’s claims.\textsuperscript{138} In 2011 in the \textit{Pitts} case, the Ninth Circuit looked at overtime and minimum wage claims, focusing again on the value

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{132} \textit{Id.} at 347–48 (“Nonetheless, reference to the bright line event of the filing of the class certification motion may not always be well-founded. Representative actions vary according to the substantive claims and the courses of action. There are at least three distinct events on the path to a certified class: filing the class complaint, filing the motion for class certification, and a decision on the motion. Yet plaintiffs may file the class certification motion with the class complaint, and in some cases, include a motion for approval of an already negotiated settlement. Of course, the federal rules do not require certification motions to be filed with the class complaint, nor do they require or encourage premature certification determinations. It seems appropriate, therefore, that the class action process should be able to ‘play out’ according to the directives of Rule 23 and should permit due deliberation by the parties and the court on the class certification issues.”).\textsuperscript{133} FED. R. CIV. P. 23 is the federal procedural class action rule.\textsuperscript{134} Negative-value actions are too costly to litigate individually, but the cases yield meaningful results when plaintiffs’ claims are aggregated through the class action mechanism. Linda Sandstrom Simard, \textit{A View From Within the Fortune 500: An Empirical Study of Negative Value Class Actions and Deterrence}, 47 IND. L. REV. 739, 740 & n.5 (2014) (“By aggregating groups of small value claims together, the cost of litigation is shared by a class of similarly situated claimants, thus making litigation more feasible for claims that would otherwise never see the light of a courtroom.”).\textsuperscript{135} \textit{Weiss}, 385 F.3d at 344–45.\textsuperscript{136} \textit{Id.} at 348 (“Absent undue delay in filing a motion for class certification, therefore, where a defendant makes a Rule 68 offer to an individual claim that has the effect of mooting possible class relief asserted in the complaint, the appropriate course is to relate the certification motion back to the filing of the class complaint. Because in this case, no motion for class certification was made, we will direct the trial court to allow Weiss to file the appropriate motion.”); Zariski et al., \textit{ supra} note 67, at 95–96.\textsuperscript{137} \textit{Weiss}, 385 F.3d at 349.\textsuperscript{138} \textit{Pitts} v. Terrible Herbst, Inc., 653 F.3d 1081 (9th Cir. 2011); Diaz v. First Am. Home Buyers Prot. Corp., 732 F.3d 948 (9th Cir. 2013); Gomez v. Campbell-Ewald Co., 768 F.3d 871 (9th Cir. 2014).\
\end{itemize}
of aggregation of small claims in class action litigation to support its backing of the Weiss approach. Then, the Supreme Court issued a decision in 2013 that somewhat affected the Weiss approach. Genesis dealt with the Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA), which contains its own collective action provisions entirely separate from FRCP 23 class actions. The case represented a Rule 68 offer that successfully mooted the collective action claims. By the majority’s terms, the Court declined to muddle FLSA collective action law with class action law. Despite this, the dissent briefly discussed class actions in order to understand the FLSA collective action results of the holding. Justice Kagan’s dissent in Genesis backed the Weiss approach of refusing to moot class claims following a Rule 68 offer of judgment to a named plaintiff before class certification.

Following Genesis, the Ninth Circuit continued to pursue the Weiss approach in Diaz, a case in which the plaintiff rejected the defendant’s pre-certification Rule 68 offer. Mentioning Genesis by name, the Diaz court stated that it was “persuaded that Justice Kagan has articulated the correct approach,” and held that “an unaccepted Rule 68 offer that would have fully satisfied a plaintiff’s claim does not render that claim moot.” In short, lower courts have taken three overarching approaches to address class action mootness prior to class certification decisions. In the first approach, mootness problems before the class certification decision render the entire class action dead in the water. In the second approach, the court looks to the moment plaintiffs file the motion for class certification to evaluate mootness issues. In the third and most relaxed approach, adopted by the Third and Ninth Circuits, the court looks to the moment the plaintiffs file a class complaint to decide if an action is moot.

139. Pitts, 653 F.3d at 1091–92 (“Accordingly, we hold that an unaccepted Rule 68 offer of judgment—for the full amount of the named plaintiff’s individual claim and made before the named plaintiff files a motion for class certification—does not moot a class action.”).
141. Id. at 1525 (“[R]espondent relies on cases that arose in the context of Rule 23 class actions, but they are inapposite, both because Rule 23 actions are fundamentally different from FLSA collective actions and because the cases are inapplicable to the facts here.”); Gomez, 768 F.3d at 875 (“[C]ourts have universally concluded that the Genesis discussion does not apply to class actions.”).
142. Genesis, 133 S. Ct. at 1536 (Kagan, J., dissenting) (“No more in a collective action brought under the FLSA than in any other class action may a court, prior to certification, eliminate the entire suit by acceding to a defendant’s proposal to make only the named plaintiff whole.”).
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E. The Supreme Court’s Half-Measure in *Gomez*

In response to this Circuit split on pre-certification mootness, the Supreme Court granted certiorari in *Campbell-Ewald Co. v. Gomez.*\(^147\) The plaintiff sued over the improper receipt of navy recruitment text messages. The defendant offered a full recovery under Rule 68, which the plaintiff did not accept.\(^148\) Below, the Ninth Circuit again backed the *Weiss* approach.\(^149\) The Ninth Circuit panel refused to moot the plaintiff’s claims, even though the defendant made the Rule 68 offer before the plaintiff filed the class certification motion.\(^150\)

On review, the Supreme Court affirmed the Ninth Circuit on the mootness issue.\(^151\) On January 20, 2016, the Court held that an unaccepted Rule 68 offer did not moot the named plaintiff’s claim when he had filed the class complaint but not yet a class certification motion.\(^152\) The Court pointed to Justice Kagan’s dissent in *Genesis* and basic contract law principles to support the holding.\(^153\) The Rule 68 offer therefore did not moot the nascent class action, on these facts. The Court did not need to temporally relate the claim back to the filing of the class complaint because the case or controversy remained the same and remained live after the plaintiff allowed the Rule 68 offer to expire.\(^154\) The ruling ultimately has the


\(^{148}\) *Gomez*, 768 F.3d at 873–74.

\(^{149}\) Id. at 873–76. The *Gomez* court noted [Defendant] correctly observes that *Genesis* undermined some of the reasoning employed in *Pitts* and *Diaz*. For example, the *Pitts* opinion referred to the risk that a defendant might ‘pick off’ named plaintiffs in order to evade class litigation. The *Genesis* Court distanced itself from such reasoning, pointing out that the argument had only been used once by the high Court, and only ‘in dicta.’ Nevertheless, courts have universally concluded that the *Genesis* discussion does not apply to class actions. In fact, *Genesis* itself emphasizes that ‘Rule 23 [class] actions are fundamentally different from collective actions under the FLSA’ and, therefore, the precedents established for one set of cases are ‘inapplicable’ to the other. Accordingly, because *Genesis* is not ‘clearly irreconcilable’ with *Pitts* or *Diaz*, this panel remains bound by circuit precedent, and Campbell-Ewald’s mootness arguments must be rejected.” *Id.* (citations omitted).
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same effect as relating the mootness inquiry back to the time of the class complaint, since the class action proceeds without a mootness bar to jurisdiction.

Unfortunately, the Court limited its holding to the facts of this case. It explicitly did not reach whether a plaintiff’s claim would be moot if the defendant placed the total Rule 68 monetary settlement into “an account payable to the plaintiff, and the court then enter[ed] judgment for the plaintiff in that amount.”155 This dicta leaves open the possibility of a defendant’s unilateral actions mooting a class action by picking off the named plaintiff. This is a dangerous tool that could be used to end countless class actions against the plaintiffs’ wishes. It could force plaintiffs to always file class complaints and class certification motions together, in the earliest stages of litigation and before plaintiffs have a chance to properly prepare the pivotal class certification motion.

Despite this remaining, potentially dangerous loophole for unilateral defendant actions to create mootness, the Court’s opinion included some language that indicates an unwillingness to allow such picking off of plaintiffs. Justice Ginsburg noted that “the Chief Justice’s dissent asserts that our decision transfers authority from the federal courts and hands it to the plaintiff. Quite the contrary. The dissent’s approach would place the defendant in the driver’s seat.”156 The majority is therefore at least wary of unilateral defendant actions that could allow defendants too much control over class action litigation. In short, the Court rejected the defendant’s attempt to escape monetary liability for the cheap price of paying off the named plaintiff, noting the defendant’s strong economic incentives for such plays to create mootness157 and thereby endorsing the same reasoning from Roper.

The Court effectively sided with the Ninth Circuit and the Third Circuit’s Weiss approach as far as the temporal evaluation of mootness at the time of the class complaint, since it held that the rejected Rule 68 offer did not moot the plaintiff’s claim. Unfortunately, the Court did so only in the Rule 68 context and only on limited facts when a defendant merely offered to completely satisfy the named plaintiff’s claim. It remains to be seen if lower courts will extend this holding beyond the Rule 68 context, to cases where a defendant offers relief in a different way (e.g., through a change in policy). It is also unclear how lower courts will respond to actual satisfaction of a plaintiff’s claims through depositing the settlement money into an account payable to the plaintiff or depositing it with the district court. In Gomez, the Court left the door open to potential unilateral

155. Id. at 11–12.
156. Id. at 11(citations omitted).
157. Id. (“Campbell sought to avoid a potentially adverse decision, one that could expose it to damages a thousand-fold larger than the bid Gomez declined to accept.”).
defendant actions that could create mootness despite the plaintiff’s desire to pursue the class action and obtain class-wide relief.

III. LEGISLATIVE ATTENTION TO PRISONS AND SOCIAL IMPETUS FOR CHANGE

Before these three approaches and the Gomez decision can be adequately applied to the prisoner class action context, background principles in prison legislation clarify both the potential barriers and support for their application. Specifically, both the Prison Litigation Reform Act (PLRA) and the Prison Rape Elimination Act (PREA) instructively reveal Congressional attitudes and legislative goals for prison litigation and inmates’ rights. Furthermore, the current social environment supports application of a reformed mootness rule drawn from the above Weiss and Gomez approaches.

A. The PLRA’s Barriers and Advantages to Reforming Prisoner Class Action Mootness Doctrine

In 1996, Congress passed the PLRA in an appropriations bill. 158 This legislation devastated inmates’ access to justice in comprehensive ways, all in the name of supposed efficiency and “tough on crime” rhetoric. 159 The PLRA also derived support from largely unrelated tort reform movements. 160 From requiring difficult, tedious, and often futile administrative exhaustion, something admirably navigated by the plaintiffs in Ashker, in order to limit attorney’s fees and damages,
the PLRA ensured that inmates faced reduced incentives and significant new barriers to filing lawsuits. With requirements like proving physical harm before one could recover for emotional or psychological harm, the PLRA further dehumanized and marginalized incarcerated individuals.\textsuperscript{161} Because of such restrictions, access to efficient class actions to enable inmate litigation is vital.

The provisions of the PLRA significantly failed to effectuate its stated efficiency goals. This is perhaps no clearer than in group litigation, particularly with respect to its provisions regarding permissive joinder. Multiple circuits interpret the PLRA as preventing permissive joinder in inmate lawsuits.\textsuperscript{162} Given that the statute trumpets judicial efficiency, this implied prohibition is directly contradictory of the PLRA’s stated goals.\textsuperscript{163} Under this interpretation, litigants must bring individual suits rather than joining ongoing litigation through joinder, leading to a lack of streamlined and efficient adjudication. The denial of joinder does, however, potentially limit prisoners’ abilities to skip administrative exhaustion by joining a fellow inmate who has already weathered the difficult and time-consuming course required by the PLRA. Since the potentially pernicious goals of the PLRA were likely tied to simply keeping prisoners out of federal courts,\textsuperscript{164} this denial of joinder serves to perpetuate the alleged underlying Congressional motivation, while flying in the face of Congress’s perhaps pretextual assertions about efficiency.

Like joinder, class actions represent the joining together of inmates to address their claims in court on a larger scale. Additionally, FRCP 23(b)(2) class actions were specifically designed to accommodate civil rights claims and allow for their efficient adjudication through the class representative mechanism. Although the PLRA is silent on class actions, class actions likely run afoul of the alleged underlying Congressional animus toward inmate litigation. If the current Congress, however, chose to follow the stated goals of efficiency claimed to be effected by the PLRA, then recommended reforms to inmate class action mootness doctrine may very well align with the interests of the statute. The time for this

\textsuperscript{161} Id. at 1630.
\textsuperscript{163} Id. at 289 (“Several Circuits have interpreted the Act as prohibiting inmates from utilizing permissive joinder under the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure. This interpretation not only undercut the aim towards judicial economy that Congress sought to further in passing the PLRA, but also stymies reforms that inmates seek to attain through joined litigation. Correct interpretation of the PLRA serves not only to further congressional intent, but also properly maintains litigation as a viable tool for prison oversight.”).
\textsuperscript{164} Schlanger, supra note 158, at 1563 (“[T]he PLRA shut the courthouse doors to many inmates.”).
kind of shift toward stated goals and away from the any potential underlying motivation is riper at this moment in American history than ever before. 165

B. The PREA and Changing Congressional Perceptions Around Inmates

More recently, Congress addressed inmate issues when it unanimously passed the PREA in 2003 to curb rampant sexual abuse in American prisons. The PREA included several Congressional findings that revealed a more humane approach to inmate issues. For example, Congress acknowledged some of the mental health issues in prisons, albeit to a very limited extent with only conservative statistical estimates. The findings of the Act state that “America’s jails and prisons house more mentally ill individuals than all of the Nation’s psychiatric hospitals combined,” and “as many as 16 percent of inmates in State prisons and jails, and 7 percent of Federal inmates, suffer from mental illness.”166 Focused on prison rape specifically, the PREA also made findings acknowledging Supreme Court precedent holding that prison officials’ deliberate indifference to the risk of rape constituted cruel and unusual punishment under the Eighth Amendment.167

The PREA even stated as one of its purposes the goal of “protect[ing] the Eighth Amendment rights of Federal, State, and local prisoners,” explicitly demonstrating Congress’s concern with inmate treatment. Unfortunately, the Act narrowly confined itself to sexual violence, failed to acknowledge the systemic violence and harsh conditions of prison practices like SHUs, and may have created unintended negative consequences for inmates.168 Nevertheless, this legislation shows willingness by Congress to protect inmate rights and perhaps to facilitate Eighth Amendment litigation in particular. Therefore, reforms to class action mootness for inmate rights cases could be more warmly received by the national...

165. See infra Part III.C.
167. Id. § 15601; see Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 (1976) (establishing the deliberate indifference standard for some Eighth Amendment violations); see also Farmer v. Brennan, 511 U.S. 825 (1994) (applying the deliberate indifference standard to a failure to protect a transsexual inmate from rape).
168. In fact, some critics of the PREA argue that its effect of increasing surveillance, along with its use in courts, may have inadvertently made prison conditions worse for inmates. See, e.g., Arkles, supra note 25; Alice Ristroph, Sexual Punishments, 15 COLUM. J. GENDER & L. 139, 176 (2006) (“[The PREA] proposes we police this form of sexual violence in the ways we police most crime: more punishment and more surveillance . . . . Indeed, much of the literature on prison rape takes the same approach: build more, and better, panopticons.”); see also David W. Frank, Abandoned: Abolishing Female Prisons to Prevent Sexual Abuse and Herald an End to Incarceration, 29 BERKELEY J. GENDER L. & JUST. 1, 13 (2014) (“PREA is not only unlikely to abate sexual abuse in female prisons, but could also compound the problem by simultaneously expanding the penal system while teeing up hopes for relief in a bureaucracy unable to effectively respond to the problem.”).
legislature now than in the 1990s. Beyond the PLRA and the PREA, the current social movements within America could prove instrumental in pushing for much needed pre-certification mootness reform for inmates, either judicially or legislatively.

C. America’s Current Moment of Intense Societal Frustration, Racial and Carceral Awareness, and the Potential for Energized Reformation

The racialized nature of the criminal justice system is becoming more apparent to Americans of the current day, who are increasingly calling for reform throughout the country.169 Sparked by recent, highly publicized injustices surrounding Trayvon Martin, Michael Brown, Tamir Rice, Eric Garner, Walter Scott, Freddie Gray, Sandra Bland, Samuel DuBose, Christian Taylor, Jamar Clark, and Laquan McDonald’s deaths, the call for change to promote racial equality is reverberating. With the unjust deaths of African Americans being discussed on a national stage like never before,170 prison reform, so tied to racialized incarceration practices, and the associated laws that will allow for such reform, are begging for revision. While the dominant media narrative centers on African American male names, others have rightly called attention to police brutality faced by women of color and trans individuals.171

The dominant media narrative began with Trayvon Martin’s death at the hands of George Zimmerman.172 The first in a series of highly publicized unarmed Black men’s murders at the hands of primarily white police officers and, in

---


Zimmerman’s case, a Latino neighborhood watch member, Trayvon’s death awakened the spark of America’s anger at racial injustice. Later, Tamir Rice was shot and killed on videotape by two police officers who allegedly thought the twelve year old child held a pistol, rather than the actual pellet gun in his hands. In Ferguson, Missouri, which subsequently became the epicenter of demonstrations to expose racist policing and incarceration practices, Michael Brown, an African American teen, was shot and killed by a white police officer, Darren Wilson. Media alleged that witnesses reported that Michael Brown put his hands up and said, “Don’t shoot.” This powerful image gave rise to the mantra chanted across America, “Hands up, don’t shoot.” Subsequently, Darren Wilson was not indicted, sparking protests in many major cities.

Following the events in Ferguson, Eric Garner, an unarmed African American man allegedly selling illegal single cigarettes in Staten Island, was forcibly restrained and choked, leading to injuries that caused his death when compounded


with preexisting health conditions. The chokehold was caught on tape by a witness, but again, no indictment resulted. Subsequently, the case of Walter Scott surfaced, in which police pulled Scott, an African American man, over for a routine broken tail light. A witness began filming when Scott ran from the police officer, at which time the officer shot Scott eight times in the back, all on tape. The officer then appeared to drop an object next to the body, which some have alleged was the officer's attempt to plant a weapon on Scott. For the first time, an officer was indicted in this string of publicly recognized police brutality and racialized violence.

More recently, Freddie Gray was taken into police custody in Baltimore and subsequently died of spinal cord injuries, implicating potential police abuse. His death sparked weeks of unrest in Baltimore, including peaceful demonstrations and riots, with a curfew imposed on the city and enforced by the National Guard, like in Ferguson. Indictments were issued in Freddie Gray's case. Nevertheless, public outrage to yet another case of potential police brutality serves
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Then, in mid-July 2015, officers arrested Sandra Bland following a routine traffic stop after she failed to use a turn signal. She was found dead in her jail cell three days later, sparking allegations of murder despite the explanation of suicide given by authorities.\footnote{See, e.g., Dana Ford, \textit{Video of Sandra Bland at Texas Jail Is Released}, CNN (July 28, 2015, 5:37 PM), http://www.cnn.com/2015/07/28/us/sandra-bland-jail-video-texas/ [http://perma.cc/N7Z7-WNUU].} Anonymous, a vigilante hacking group, even claimed to release evidence of the alleged murder’s cover up along with a call for a day of rage.\footnote{See, e.g., Christine Hauser, \textit{Jail Video of Sandra Bland Aims to Dispel Rumors About Her Death}, N.Y. TIMES (July 29, 2015), http://www.nytimes.com/2015/07/30/us/jail-video-of-sandra-bland-aims-to-dispel-rumors-about-her-death.html [http://perma.cc/RN5H-EHH9].} In the same month, the case of Samuel DuBose’s death surfaced. Pulled over for an alleged missing license tag, DuBose was fatally shot by an officer while the officer’s body camera recorded the incident.\footnote{Dana Ford & Ed Payne, \textit{Ex-University Cop in Samuel DuBose Shooting Death Pleads Not Guilty}, CNN (July 31, 2015, 12:39 AM), http://www.cnn.com/2015/07/30/us/ohio-sam-DuBose-tensing [http://perma.cc/F2YC-UH5B].} Officer Ray Tensing was indicted on charges of murder and manslaughter, to which he pled not guilty.\footnote{Id.} The very next month, in August 2015, Christian Taylor was shot and killed by police officers after crashing his car into a Buick dealership.\footnote{Id.} Heartbreakingly, the unarmed nineteen-year old previously tweeted, “I don’t wanna die too young,” and “Police taking black lives as easy as flippin[‘] a coin, with no consequences [so much hate].”\footnote{Id.}

Just a few weeks later in mid-November, Jamar Clark was shot by police officers, with some alleging that he was shot while handcuffed.\footnote{Mark Berman, \textit{Unarmed Man Shot by Minneapolis Police Over the Weekend Has Died}, WASH. POST (Nov. 17, 2015), https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/post-nation/wp/2015/11/17/unarmed-man-shot-by-minneapolis-police-over-the-weekend-has-died [https://perma.cc/C3EQ-GVL5].} His death sparked protests that shut down a major freeway and led to the arrests of at least
50 protestors in Minneapolis.195 Around the same time, the police shooting of Laquan McDonald made headlines.196 While Laquan was killed on October 20, 2014, the video of his death was only made public thirteen months later.197 The video was released several hours after the white police officer involved was charged with first degree murder.198 Chicago protesters called for the city’s mayor to step down, and the Justice Department decided to launch an investigation into the Chicago Police Department.199

The Black Lives Matter organization has emerged as an organizing force to address the recently publicized incidents of police brutality, along with other issues of racial justice including incarceration.200 As the Black Lives Matter movement has gained momentum, persisting for years, media attention has expanded to include abuses against other people of color.201 For example, non-mainstream media outlets picked up the story of Sarah Lee Circle Bear’s death in police custody.202 Reports claim that the Native American woman begged for medical attention before her death, but officers told her to “quit faking.”203 While the Black Lives Matter advocates focus on African Americans, other people of color share similar experiences with the criminal justice system.

195. Id.
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200. About the Black Lives Matter Network, BLACK LIVES MATTER, http://blacklivesmatter.com/about [https://perma.cc/A33Z-M4ZK] (last visited Dec. 11, 2015) (“This is Not a Moment, but a Movement. . . . How 2.8 million Black people are locked in cages in this country is state violence.”).
All of these cases brought race and justice to the forefront of American consciousness.204 Even President Barack Obama recently visited a federal prison, becoming the first sitting president ever to do so.205 He subsequently commuted sentences, allowing some federal prisoners to leave prison earlier.206

Because the criminal justice system is so heavily racialized, inmate class actions represent a tool for reform that will help to address harsh conditions within prisons that disproportionately affect African Americans and racial minorities more generally. Especially where SHU is concerned, as in Ashker, the heightened level of security may often be linked to racialized processes of sentencing and policing, which bring people of color into prisons more often and for longer time periods. Furthermore, gang validation procedures tied to racial gang identities can also cause prison administrators to place inmates in SHU once they are incarcerated.207 Nationwide statistics about racial disparities amongst those in solitary confinement are limited, but state data shows that African Americans in New York, for instance, account for 14.4 percent of the state population yet make up 59 percent of the population in supermax units, another term for SHUs, and nearly 50 percent of the overall prison population in the state.208 In California,
one study found that "90% of the prisoners housed [in a Security Housing Unit] were of color (i.e., Latino or African American)." This is the moment for the American people, especially those advocates who have already organized in their communities, perhaps as part of the Black Lives Matter movement, to push legislators and courts to close the loopholes present in inmate rights class actions. This step would help to address one aspect of how the criminal justice system disproportionately affects people of color by improving prison conditions generally, and SHU conditions specifically.

IV. RECOMMENDED MOOTNESS STANDARD FOR PRISONERS’ CLASS ACTIONS DERIVED FROM WEISS AND GOMEZ

Class action mootness doctrine does too little to protect vulnerable inmates from prison officials’ abilities to moot cases. Given the current historical moment in our society, many Americans are ready and calling for protective reform to address racial inequality and the criminal justice system. Such reform should include bringing justice to inmate rights class actions. By allowing plaintiffs to see their suits through and obtain much needed relief, with plaintiffs’ voices playing an essential part in crafting that relief, courts can respond to the unequal realities of prison litigation. Reform measures should extend case law and reframe approaches to inmate rights class actions.

A. A New Proposal: Looking to the Class Complaint and Other Extensions of Case Law

Borrowing from Weiss and Gomez, courts should evaluate pre-certification mootness at the time plaintiffs file the class complaint. To make this work in the prison context, the Weiss and Gomez holdings must be extended beyond the realm of Rule 68 offers to apply to the less monetary world of prison litigation remedies. In so doing, courts should follow the reasoning in Weiss by looking to the articulated goals of class action litigation and FRCP 23. With the primary goal of efficiency in mind, interpreted more broadly than just allowing for the aggregation of
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small claims, it is clear that class action purposes would be served by avoiding unfair mootness determinations blocking class actions from fully coming to fruition. Courts should also look to the Supreme Court's guidance in *Gomez*, especially its suspicion of defendants who try to take the driver's seat to moot class actions that threaten their economic interests.

Rather than to punish, exclude, and marginalize plaintiffs suffering at the whims of prison officials, courts should take a broad view of mootness in prison contexts to allow for a relation back doctrine to the filing of the class complaint or to allow the equivalent logic used in *Gomez* to treat the action as still live. This focus on efficiency would speak directly to the parallel individual claims of *Ashker*’s named plaintiffs, who the defendants successfully excluded from class certification through strategic moves to other facilities and new classifications. It makes no sense, in the eyes of pure efficiency, to litigate multiple separate, individual lawsuits on a parallel track to a class action. Rather, the efficient resolution the *Ashker* court should have reached would have involved this extension of *Weiss* and *Gomez* to accommodate these defendant-altered claims into the class action within the two certified classes. This earlier class complaint moment spells the beginning of the onslaught of abusive measures prison officials may undertake against plaintiffs to stifle potentially powerful class litigation. Instead of allowing defendants to moot a suit by creating temporary or insufficient offers of relief that plaintiffs reject or find themselves powerless to reject, courts should treat such failed settlement attempts as having no effect on the live controversy of the case or its class definition.

Alternatively, as a weaker but possible solution, joining the individual, parallel track of claims in *Ashker* together with a new subclass would incorporate them neatly into the class action structure. Subclasses for each new facility in which inmates are housed would serve to eliminate the redundant parallel track for individual claims and bring transferred absent class members back within the scope of the class action. The court would then require the subclass to satisfy FRCP 23’s requirements independently, however, which could again defeat the plaintiffs’ efforts to achieve efficiency.

Specifically, numerosity could become a problem for a new subclass, entirely dependent upon how many inmates the defendant chooses to transfer or reclassify. Savvy defendants could therefore transfer small groups of inmates to different facilities, ensuring that each facility’s transferred inmates are too few to constitute a subclass. Defendants could take this to an extreme and transfer all of the named plaintiffs, splintered into small groups, to different facilities to defeat numerosity for any class before certification. Liberal joinder rules could defeat this inherent unfairness by allowing parallel track claims to be tried together, even if separate
from the class litigation. This would require a change to some courts’ interpretation of the PLRA, however, and so may entail legislative action.

Furthermore, inmate plaintiff claims are even more susceptible to picking off than the plaintiffs’ claims in Weiss, Roper, and Gomez, albeit in a different way. Whereas the picking off in those cases involved paying off named plaintiffs, here prisons have the power to cause plaintiffs to drop their claims with even more concerning methods, including moving plaintiffs to different housing areas within or between facilities to deprive them of the few human connections they may have within a pod or unit, seizing inmates’ scarce property, effectively denying inmates access to needed materials or access to counsel, and generally depriving them of the few privileges they may retain within the harsh realities of the prison system. All of these negative defendant behaviors make the picking off of plaintiffs through payment in Weiss, Roper, and Gomez seem almost innocuous.

Additionally, the Ninth Circuit’s, and now the Supreme Court’s, articulation that a rejected Rule 68 offer does not render a class action moot should be analogized to defendants’ efforts to address allegations made by inmates. Given the rampant sexual, physical, and structural abuses in American prisons, any effort proposed unilaterally by prison officials will likely fail to capture adequate relief for the class. In this way, the Ashker Defendants’ devised STG program, commenced only after the litigation matured, provided a potential means for the Defendants to unilaterally moot the entire due process claim, had they acted quickly enough to move all of the SHU inmates, or at least all of the named plaintiffs, into the STG steps and out of Pelican Bay’s SHU to other SHUs. This would stand no matter how useless the STG classification review and procedure might be, and it would stand even if the STG program was only a temporary measure revoked after the court dismissed the class’s due process claims.210

By leaving the door open to some defendant unilateral actions to moot a class action after the class complaint, the Gomez Court failed to close a loophole that could allow prison officials to exploit inmate populations. While the Court’s willingness to preserve the live controversy and adversity present at the class com-

210. The caveat to these assertions is that a voluntary cessation analysis would follow if the Ashker plaintiffs had chosen to continue to pursue their due process claims for the inmates placed in the STG program before class certification. See supra note 63. As mentioned earlier, however, the burden on plaintiffs to rebut the presumption of good faith governmental action might defeat even pursued due process claims. Because of the evidentiary problems in prison litigation, where so much is obscured from the public eye and media attention, and because so much deference is granted to prison officials to maintain order and properly control the inmate population, it would likely be very difficult for plaintiffs to prove a bad faith decision by prison officials to transfer and reclassify inmates in order to defeat a class action before it can reach the class certification stage. Voluntary cessation may therefore fail to resolve these mootness issues even when inmates attempt to pursue them.
plaint even after a rejected or ignored Rule 68 offer can protect inmate plaintiffs who have not yet filed their class certification motion, perhaps the application of *Gomez* to prison class actions should stop there. The unilateral loophole from a forced deposit of money is less analogous to a change in defendants' policy, like the STG program, which may only take an effective form, a form that truly gives relief, with plaintiff input. Unlike the simple transfer of money, crafting solutions and relief to constitutional violations in prison is a more complex and nuanced process. Given the decades of prison abuses in this country, defendants' unilateral solutions or proposed relief to constitutional violations in this context will likely fall short of complete relief, unlike the typical, easily evaluated Rule 68 dollar figure.

Furthermore, these unilateral and subject-to-change policy moves by defendants may also become ineffective if *Sosna* is extended to apply before class certification. Because inmates in the STG program can be transferred back to Pelican Bay's SHU at any time, this may be another example of an injury that is "capable of repetition yet evading review." By altering the timeline to look at the complaint or to emphasize closing loopholes for evasive defendants in line with the goals of *Weiss* and *Gomez*, an extension of *Sosna* to this new timeframe and outlook would also serve to stave off unfair mootness determinations for inmates.

One could also argue that, like in *McLaughlin* and as mentioned above, any inmate's claims are inherently transitory. This would require an extension of precedent because there is no fixed temporal limitation on inmate claims, per se. Because inmates are subject to location changes and reclassifications at any moment, however, their claims are definitively transitory, and perhaps inherently so. The obvious counterexample to this would be the inmate who, likely serving life without parole, is placed on a pod in SHU and never moved again. Even in *Ashker*, the named Plaintiffs were housed in Pelican Bay's SHU for at least ten years, often longer. Still, prison officials have the power to change such an arrangement at the drop of a hat. Given the shifting nature of the prison context and the utter control by prison officials of essential elements necessary for class certification, specifically in terms of the FRCP 23(a) requirements of numerosity, commonality, typicality, and adequacy of representation, perhaps courts should extend *McLaughlin* to this unique type of class action.

*Ashker* already demonstrates a record replete with the Defendants' attempts to moot or halt the litigation, through illegitimate means ranging from denying access to photocopies to devising the dubious STG pilot program. These concerns and the policy rationale behind them trump any hesitancy out of respect for more traditional interpretations of the Constitution's Article III "case or controversy" requirement, at least within the limited realm of prisoner class actions.
Because courts have already implicitly recognized in *Weiss* and its progeny that looking to the moment of the class complaint, rather than the time of the class certification motion or decision, does not violate the Constitution’s case or controversy requirement, the modest extension of this doctrine to inmate class actions should not present constitutional issues. Similarly, as the Supreme Court found in *Gomez* that a rejected Rule 68 offer does not moot a class action, it also does not present any mootness issue. Rather, the case or controversy requirement must simply be interpreted more broadly and slightly less stringently in the interests of justice.

This recommended approach entails extending *Gomez* but remaining wary of any unilateral defendant actions, along with extending *Weiss, Roper, Sosna,* and *McLaughlin*. It also includes challenging the Congressional neglect of prison-context Eighth Amendment issues beyond sexual assault, all in order to embrace efficiency and recognize the humanity and constitutional rights of incarcerated populations. A few weaknesses of this recommended approach require further discussion, namely on the topics of endless subclasses and commonality issues.

**B. Potential Criticism of the New Approach**

1. **No End to Subclasses**

Critics could point to the potential for the creation of endless loops of subclasses based on transfer orders, leading to unmanageable cases with discovery constantly expanding to encompass new locations, conditions, and potentially unnamed subclass members. Although the ultimate solution is to relate even transferred inmates’ claims back to the complaint so as to include them within the broader class definitions, the creation of subclasses, with protections against defendant attempts to defeat FRCP 23(a) requirements, could greatly expand the scope of a class action. These criticisms are unpersuasive because state prisons are limited animals in that they only possess a relatively fixed number of facilities equipped with various housing styles tied to security level. In California, for example, only four state prisons include SHU facilities, thereby limiting the potential scope of SHU litigation to those four facilities. Additionally, any expansion in discovery or scope is fair to defendants who, by transferring inmates, choose to cause the litigation’s expansion in the first place through their unilateral actions.

Furthermore, inmates held in SHU will likely be transferred to other SHUs or to slightly less restrictive, but still high security level, housing styles. It is unlikely that an inmate held in SHU for ten years would be released instantly into a prison’s general population units, given that they are often terribly overcrowded,
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dormitory-style housing for lower level offenders. These security concerns can also help to hold the prison's hand back from endless efforts to block trial through never-ending discovery and shifting class definitions.

Finally, at some point, courts must be willing to issue preliminary injunctions to halt such rampantly evasive tactics. The role of courts in prison and jail litigation should be that of protecting constitutional rights within a system that so often violates them. For example, a federal court in the Central District of California recently stepped in to halt similar evasive moves on the part of Los Angeles County sheriff officers, fulfilling this watchdog role. When the officers learned of an FBI investigation on the harsh conditions in Los Angeles County jails, the officers took matters into their own hands. They essentially engineered a way to hide a known FBI-informant inmate from the FBI by utilizing holes and tricks within their internal software, changing the informant-inmate's name in records, not fingerprinting the informant during intake at new facilities, and constantly transferring the inmate throughout their system. When the FBI required the informant-inmate for grand jury testimony, the informant could not be found. Courts have now convicted all of the officers of obstruction of justice. As in that case, other clearly cagey tactics on the part of the carceral system should not be tolerated.

2. Commonality Issues

Critics may also argue that commonality challenges following transfer are compelling, despite the defendants' complete control giving rise to such challenges. Apart from the obvious concerns about unilateral behavior of defendants in attempting to moot class actions which courts have repeatedly raised, this commonality argument holds little water. Classifications of inmates are statewide in California and already consist of a tiered system of security levels. Gang validation procedures are also likely somewhat uniform across facilities so that authorities can track where validated gang members are located in order to monitor security flare ups. SHU conditions are fairly similar, in that they all present some of the same core inhumane practices, not only within the state of California, but also nationally. Therefore, prison litigation involves a common core of facts, although it does require additional discovery for each facility. Furthermore, prison litigation shares common substantive law issues. Because of the commonality of
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facts and law in this context, transferred inmates should survive commonality challenges, contrary to the holdings in the Ashker certification order.

To counter the generally similar questions of law and fact, critics could point to the increasingly high standards for class certification. In Dukes, the Supreme Court greatly narrowed the interpretation of FRCP 23(a)'s commonality requirement. The Dukes Court refused to certify a class suing over sex discrimination in the massive Wal-Mart company because of a lack of a clearly discriminatory policy. Rather, the plaintiffs in Dukes pointed only to the lack of a clear policy, namely a policy that allowed individual managers discretion in selecting employees for promotion. This concept of discretion was the mechanism perpetuating sexism in Wal-Mart promotions, but the court chose to characterize this discretion as the lack of a policy. The claims lacked commonality because no policy glued all of the differing claims together.

In the prison context, such a concern will rarely arise. While some policies may in fact be unwritten or discretionary, most policies are uniform across the state and explicit. Especially in the context of SHU litigation, every aspect of plaintiffs’ lives is minutely controlled, regulated, and subjected to detailed policies and practices. Such challenges will fail to defeat the overriding policy reasons for such expansions and updates to pre-certification mootness doctrine in inmate class actions.

CONCLUSION

This Comment used the Ashker case to reveal the startling procedural gaps in mootness law available to prison official defendants in inmate rights class actions. The recommended reforms would cause unfair procedural loopholes to come crashing down around the ears of prison officials by helping to reform SHUs and general prison procedures surrounding the categorization of inmates. Such reforms would empower inmates to litigate over their constitutional rights, moving us closer to fairness and constitutionally adequate prisons.

Even so, much more can be done. Perhaps beyond the scope of the Ashker litigation and this Comment, the concept of gang validation in California prisons in general is concerning. Because of tough prison conditions, inmates organize into gang structures in order to survive, meaning that almost all inmates in any prison could be validated gang members. The official classification of validation, which landed all of the Ashker plaintiffs in Pelican Bay’s SHU to begin with, is an

additional punishment imposed without regard to the virtual omnipresence of gangs within our carceral system. Such a categorization is meaningless, especially when the institution itself forces inmates into gang structures for basic needs like protection from bodily and sexual harm, which the facilities themselves so often fail to provide.\textsuperscript{215} The system therefore actively promotes gang affiliation through its deficient supervision. This process of gang entrenchment, coupled with lack of access to healthcare, mental health professionals and services, education, and other restorative and rehabilitative justice initiatives within prisons, only leads to cycles of continued violence.

Some barriers to implementation include potential Congressional responses to such an inmate-friendly extension of mootness doctrine. With the passage of PREA over a decade ago, however, congressional representatives may be receptive to legislative proposals closing the mootness loophole for inmate class actions, especially in light of recent events and potential constituent pressure. Further, courts may still interpret current precedents to encompass the aforementioned reforms in light of the stated goals of the PLRA to streamline prison litigation toward ultimate efficiency. These reforms are also less controversial because the most contested form of the class action, namely FRCP 23(b)(3) actions, are not implicated in prison litigation, which primarily includes FRCP 23(b)(1) and (2) types of class actions. These reforms will therefore sidestep many of the most strident criticisms of class actions in general, which usually refer to FRCP 23(b)(3) actions.

Finally, despite these barriers, segments of the American public have demonstrated their willingness to take to the streets to address the issues of racialized policing and incarceration that are so intimately tied to any inmate class action. Popular support among these activists would likely back these initiatives, especially at this historic moment on the heels of the tragic deaths of Trayvon Martin, Michael Brown, Tamir Rice, Eric Garner, Walter Scott, Freddie Gray, Sandra Bland, Samuel DuBose, Christian Taylor, Jamar Clark, and Laquan McDonald. Those who value Black lives taken by police officers will likely also value Black lives behind bars that are lost or destroyed by harsh conditions and prison officials. Many Americans are ready to challenge our racially unequal prison system, along with all of its associate structures, including inhumane SHU practices.

Ultimately, prison litigation represents a unique arena in which plaintiffs are more vulnerable to defendants’ unilateral actions than in other kinds of class actions. The distinctive subordination of plaintiffs to defendants, in virtually every

\textsuperscript{215} See supra Part III.B.
aspect of plaintiffs’ lives, renders the need for additional protections from mootness paramount in prison litigation, even before the motion for class certification is filed. Because defendant control begins long before the class certification motion, so too must the plaintiffs’ protections, making prison class actions even more compelling than Rule 68 cases like *Gomez*.

In a powerful social moment calling for justice for minorities and reform of the criminal justice system as well as the carceral apparatus of our society, reforms protecting inmates from unjust pre-class certification mootness determinations are ripe for implementation. Such protective and responsive measures would serve to preserve inmates’ constitutional rights in a more streamlined and efficient manner than the current procedural landscape. By resolving these issues, protecting constitutional rights for members of society subjected to harsh prison conditions, and closing the loopholes that allow prisons to continue committing constitutional violations unchecked, courts would embrace the voices of the Americans insistently calling for much-needed reforms to the criminal justice system.